
Alert Symbols The safety notices associated with the following should be given special attention when they appear in maintenance,  
operating and emergency procedures in the guide.

 CAUTION indicates that a particular procedure or precaution must be followed to avoid system irregularity or possible damage to the product.  
 NOTE indicates special information to improve the ease of maintaining the product, or to clarify important information. 
 WARNING indicates that the personal safety of the patient, end user or technician could be compromised by disregarding the WARNING. 
 Not following instructions may result in an injury. 

 WARNING: We recommend consulting a licensed professional, I.E. Structural or Architectural Engineer when attaching a delivery to the building   
 structure.  If installing the delivery on a cabinet, shelf or other furniture alternative, take extra precaution to assure the apparatus is structurally    
 sound and secured to the building structure to support the delivery weight preventing detachment or tipping resulting in injury. Forest is not  
 liable for injury resulting from improper installation.  
 CAUTION: Field modifications that alter the electrical and/or mechanical safety of Forest products conflict with agency construction file 
 requirements and are not sanctioned by Forest.  
 CAUTION: Recommended and provided mounting hardware may not be suitable for your specific installation. Please use caution when 
 selecting hardware to avoid possible damage.  Forest is not liable for damage due to hardware choice.  
 NOTE: Installation Verification: Refer to Operator’s Guide or Service Manual on our website at Forestdental.com; perform all operations.  
 If operations performing as intended installation complete. If operations not performing as intended, review steps in installation instructions  
 to confirm correct installation or call Forest Technical Support at 800-423-3555.

Rear Mount Side Delivery Options 
Installation Instruction
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Tools Required: 1/8” and  7/32” Allen Wrench, 9/16” Ratchet.

 NOTE: Some parts may have been installed by Forest.

1.  Attach organizer brackets.
2.  Attach towers to brackets. 

Organizer
brackets

Work Surface

Towers and screws

7000 Series Delivery

Organizer
brackets

CPU/trash shelf 
1. Attach shelf to H-frame.

7000 Pro Series final assembly.

SWIVEL TRAY
1110-909

1

CPU/trash shelf installed.
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3.  Install bins.                 4.   Remove tower plug and insert tray.

5.  Remove tower plug and insert monitor mount. 6.  Final assembly.

Additional tower

Procedure shelf installation.
1.  Attach shelf posts to bin plate.
2.  Thread upper towers into shelf posts.
3.  Insert plugs into towers.
          

Monitor mount installation (procedure shelf required).
1.  Remove tower plug. 
2.  Insert monitor mount.

SWIVEL TRAY
1110-909

KEYBOARD TRAY ASSEMBLY
0010-862

SWIVEL TRAY
1110-909

Bin plate installation.
1.  Install brackets under the chassis.
2.  Attach bin plate to brackets.
3.  Install bins into bin plate.
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7000 Pro Series Delivery

Swivel tray installation.
1.  Install link to bottom of procedure shelf.
2.  Attach tower to link and insert tray arm.        
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Keyboard tray installation.
1.  Attach L-brackets under bin plate.
2.  Using knob attach keyboard holder.
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BIN PLATE INSTALLATION
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